
Mobi-Boat Ramp is a patented roll out polyester mat, designed for

easy, safe boat launches. It accommodates light and medium 

 weight vehicle traffic on unstable grounds, like sand and gravel. It  

is  most helpful on the foreshore of beaches or at the edges of lakes

and rivers.

Environmentally Friendly

Made of 100% recycled plastics. Mobi-Boat Ramps assist in launching

patrol boats safely and easily over soft sand, reducing accidents. They

also allow dingies to be pulled easily over soft sand and mud. The ramps

prevent ground damage due to recurring traffic and help channel traffic

along designated areas to assist with crowd control and protect

sensitive areas.

Very Durable and Non-slip Corrugated Surface 

Mobi-Boat Ramps withstand regular vehicle traffic. Also, Mobi-Boat

Ramps are saltwater and UV resistant and are not affected by tidal

change. It is recommended that beach cleaning vehicles slow down and

raise their rakes when driving over the ramps.

On slippery terrain such as sandy beaches, gravel or soft ground, the

patented puncture resistant, corrugated surface of the Boat Ramp

provides great traction to wheeled vehicles.

Easy Installation and Dismantling and Low Maintenance

Mobi-Boat Ramps can easily be installed with minimal ground

preparation. They weigh 1.3kg/sqm. The Boat Ramp can be attached to

the ground with stakes inserted through eyelets.

It requires little maintenance under normal conditions and can be swept

with a broom or leaf blower.
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End connector

Material

100% recycled plastic

100% recycled plastic

Grade

AFX

AFX

Colour

Blue

Golden Sands

Weight

1.3 kg/m2

1.3 kg/m2

Width Length

1.98 m

3 m

10 m

10 m

Mobi-Boat Ramp comes in 3.06 metre widths and is

recommended for creating boat launches on beaches and

lakes, for protecting grass and for supporting, light vehicle

traffic on driveable but unstable flat ground.

The corrugated surface provides great traction for small wheeled

vehicles. (Quad, 4WD, small tractors and etc...) 

Both ends of every mat are equipped with a connector for easy 

 connection to another roll of Mobi-Boat Ramp.
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Accessories & Anchorage included in the kit:

End (X) connector Mooring Staples


